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Next Run 2189
Date: 7th December 2020 Time: 6:00pm Van Driver: Two Dogs (STIR)
Co
TBA
Hare:

Hare: VOODOO

Theme: Up to You

Run Bridge Club, Templetonia Crescent, City Beach. North up West
Site: Coast Highway, right into The Boulevard, right into Templetonia
Grub: Yes. BYO BOWLS

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Dags or Concord
Upcumming Runs

Run

Date

Hares

Van Driver

2189
2190
2191

14 Dec
21 Dec
29 Dec

Arseholeo
MTM
Screwdriver

XYZ
TBA
Arseholeo

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with

Contact the On Sec: Donka hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2188 – Mathews Basketball Centre
Preamble:
_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab. Fit a night. It was
freezing. So much for summer. 42 MOH braved the icy blast from the
South Pole to congregate round the crate.
The Run:
Our duly elected GM climbed on to the crate bang on
6.00pm to kick off proceedings. The crate is still a Bit creaky but so far,
standing the test of time. The GM invites the Hare – POPEYE to describe
the run and share with us as to how many drinks stops, we can expect.
None apparently but more on that later.
We are assured that it is shortish, sharp, and told to F^*k off that way
Circle Up & Visitors/Retuniks:
_Visitors :
None
Retuniks:
SPUD, PUMPKIN, MULLAWAY take the front.
ROO-TED takes front and centre as representative for the physically
challenged and explains that old exemption cards will not work, and that if you want to sit in the circle then
you must bring a written note . Doesn’t apparently matter what the note says – just bring one?

He has prepared new exemption cards for ALL members as he reminded us that “We will all get there some
day”. Unfortunately, he was so excited about picking up his two Scotsman in his carpool that he forgot and
left them all at home!
His joke regards telling the difference between twins tickled the GM’s fancy, so he and his crew were
allowed to be seated.

General Business:
GB was started by the immediate ExGM SIR KUMSIZE, handing the Perpetual Foot of Hamersley Hash to the
new GM C-MAN, and then reciting the ODE to the FOOT. The new GM agreed to look after the foot and
transmit it to his successor pure and unembellished in the condition that he now received it.
The members did take note however that the ExGM – SIR KUMSIZE looked and sounded remarkedly
different to what was experienced in the previous 12 months. Could the non-drinking of copious amounts
of Kilkenny have been the difference?
SCREWDRIVER stepped up and discussed the coming Hashmash event at the Bell Tower. He reminded the
members that there are still some places – but filling up fast. Final numbers are required by first thing
Thursday morning so that a final order can be placed for catering.
He also advised that empty beer cans need to be removed from the premises at the end of the event. He
asked for volunteers to turn up around 10.00 / 10.30p.m. to take away the deposits. The volunteer is
welcome to claim the 10c per can reward.
BRAVEFART ANOUNCED THAT THE Joint Masters were doing a wonderful job in filling bookings for run
dates. If you have a preferred date GET IN QUICK.
POLE POLISHER took the opportunity to thank everyone for coming to his run last week and had a few items
to disseminate. OOPs, that’s a big word. Maybe the RA can use it next week
PP brought a new bandage for POPEYE in case he hadn’t had the opportunity to change his after his fall. He
also brought a new brick and requested that the Van Driver VOODOO return and fix his front wall.
His Piece de resisistance was his C*^t counter. He noted that his wife and neighbours did question the
continued usage of the word and were surprised how easily it echoed throughout the neighbourhood. His
counter was able to count the number of times the word was used in an evening and gave it a rating for
usage. Funnily enough it always seemed to land at the same spot. See Photos on the Web Page
SCREWDRIVER returned to the fold (after some prodding from the On Sec) and announced that there was
109 days to Poor Man’s Hash (Start Date 19/3/2021). The other event of note is the Pre amble to PMH - 68
days (Starting Date 6/2/2020) . As to the rest – apparently, he disnagiveafuckalot. Looks like its catching!!
MTM asked that members be reminded to dress for Xmas on his run on 21 st December 2020. Xmas hats at
the very least.
New Grand Father club was announced. BARRELINA put on a carton for his new addition, BRAVEFART will
put a carton on next week for his and COOPS will put on a carton the following week. SHEEP THRILLS
jumped into the action as he put on a carton a last week for his new one. Hope to see all the grand offspring
at H4 in the future

Charges:
ROO-TED was first up to lay a charge against the RA for not wearing any Hash Gear. The Smartest man in
Hash, had permission from GM so charge reversed.
KAZI on BARRELINA for defacing the shirt that the GM had made specially for club members. He cut off the
sleeves as it was too hot. This conveniently erased the caption, I LOVE C-MAN.
TAGG got accolade for wearing his shirt all week.
WOW:
The RA having been shamed the following week, steps up showing off his new Armani suit as his
RA outfit. He certainly is now the SMARTEST man in Hash. It’s amazing what can be found in the OP shops.
He has requested that the GM rename his position to ARA (Armani Religious Advisor). This was rejected
but the GM on reflection, may consider changing the title to AMRA (Auld Manny Religious Advisor) since
COOKIE has joined the list of retirees.
His $4.00 Tadpole net was unaltered, and we could not see any obvious growth of the two attached baby
crays. The title of RICHEST man in Hash is still under scrutiny.
The RA has agreed to follow the traditions of the club and reintroduce Historic content and big words with
big meanings.
ON THIS DAY: Playboy Magazine first issued 1st December 1953 by Hugh Hefner featuring Marilyn Munroe
WORD of the WEEK: SNOLLYGOSTER – A shrewd, unprincipled person
Wanker nominations were:
DICK VAN for spending half of the night on ice for talking too much
TAMPAX who suggested the best place to go for a piss was the GM’s car
ARSEHOLEO for wearing new shoes
MULLAWAY for dobbing in ARSEHOLEO for new shoes and for admitting that he was a MATE
(Both had to drink from ARSEHOLEO’s socks and shoes. MULLAWAY was rushed off to hospital soon after)
DICK VAN was voted best wanker by far.
Run Report: 13 Brave souls ventured out for a run while the walkers stayed behind for further instruction.
It started off past the Netball centre, across Selby and up towards the Floreat Oval . It continued around
Rugby Union Park, Around Perry Lakes Stadium and meandered home. Very well marked trail, plenty of
falsies and checks (majority being run out by Pole Polisher, Boof and Bravefart) and incredibly, the pack
stayed in close proximity the whole way.
Nice Tits agreed it was a good run and good food . He gave it an 8 out of 10. Well done to the Hare POPEYE.
Ice:

Well used particularly by DICK VAN and MULLAWAY

Next Week’s Run:
VOODOO – and don’t forget to bring your bowls and spoons
Next week’s Van driver:
TWO DOGS (possibly might have STIR as stand in)
Hash Lunch:
TBA

Hares Act : POPEYE claimed that FLASHER had committed to do the act and as a no show, NO ACT? He had
also committed to supply and man the Drink Stop. Therefore , NO DS.
BARRELINA stepped in and told the crowd that POPEYE had had $32,000 and 3 eggs in his safe. His ex found
out and although not worried about the money, asked him why the eggs. He told her that every time he
was unfaithful, he would buy an egg. She thought about it and said well that’s not so bad – only three
times, I suspected more.
POPEYE said, “no you don’t understand, once I get to a dozen eggs I sell them and put the money in the
safe. ONYA BALLERINA.
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